Activities report of ENOW for 2021
SOS Helpline The helpline “By Your Side” has been operating during the whole
year, round the clock, offering active listening, up to one hour, for people who
have been abused or who have been deeply lonely, with bad family relationships,
particularly suffering by the lockdowns during the pandemic. The operators are
not alone during the listening process. They are supported by psychologists and
lawyers as well as by the social work of ENOW. Our goal is for our volunteers
to feel part of an organization of solidarity. We have asked from the consultants
who have been answering on the helpline to report something from their
experience. Some of their answers demonstrate that we operate inside and
outside of Greece for women, men and children. The kind and the quality of
communication that we opt for during every interaction is also apparent.
An operator who has been answering for six hours per week reports the following
incidents: I received 35 calls – Women 16 calls, Men 7 calls, Other person
supporting the victim, 7 calls (all women), Police station 2 calls, Potential
volunteers 2 calls, Prank 1 call.
Report of another operator who recently joined the team: Even though the calls
I received were not too many (about 6 or 7), the one that was very important
to me was a call from Miss E. She called about her daughter who was
enduring verbal and psychological violence by her husband who was also
exploiting her financially. Even though Miss E. felt that there were several
difficulties in the relationship between her and her daughter, she very much
wanted to get informed on how she could help her daughter and her
grandchild, who was also suffering from several health issues, one of which
was ADHD. I informed her and I reassured her and saw that she responded
very positively to the help of the ENOW. Soon, her daughter contacted us
and both of them wanted the support of the volunteer psychologists of our
network. This incident was very important for me because their response
made me feel that I could support a family, at a difficult period of their life,
in taking that step in order to deal with a troubling situation.
Another operator tells us: From October 2021 up to today, through the
helpline I have heard and checked about 15 incidents, 14 of which being
women and one man. The experience that I have gained until now has been
valuable and I have dealt many times with challenges and dilemmas. From
all the calls, the one that left me with an impression and a question at the
same time was the case of a man who called as the victim, searching for
solutions, while he was actually the perpetrator…

Another, new in our team, operator: Concerning the helpline, I have received,
up to now, 15 calls. Most of them had been women-victims of abuse, some
others had been relatives (mothers worrying about their daughters), some
were calling in order to get informed about the network and finally some
were calling in order to report an incident of abuse.
One of the calls that I will remember for a long time to come, was that of a
woman who had repeatedly suffered from physical and verbal abuse from
her ex-husband who had actually molested their four –at the time– year old
daughter. The psychological traumas were very deep for both the mother
and the child. The mother had gone through depression and was suffering
from chronic Post Traumatic Stress Disorder and the daughter (being both
the victim and the witness for many incidents of abuse) displayed anxiety,
self-injurious behavior and social withdrawal. In order to get protected
from the father, they moved to the place of birth of the mother where they
lived with the paternal family. However, the ex-husband appeared, after
two years of absence, filed charges against them, and started demanding to
see his daughter and to take her with him. Even though they had made legal
complaints against him, many years ago, they had not managed any
conclusive measures. What made me distinguish this call among the others
was on the one side the extreme display of violence of the father and on the
other hand the mutual affection and care between mother and daughter
who try to help one another in their attempt of getting away of the situation.
Another operator : From the incidents I heard, I particularly remember a
woman, Greek, who called from Spain where she had followed her
boyfriend by whom she was pregnant. From that time on, he started abusing
her physically and psychologically by hitting her and by insulting her. After
she gave birth, she tried to find a job at a cafeteria of the area but then her
partner picked up all of the furniture and his stuff and within two hours, he
disappeared and left her alone -with a baby, in a foreign country, without a
job. After she sorted some things out with the allowances and the social care
services and her mother went there in order to help her, she started the
process of the divorce in order to get the custody and go back to Greece. She
did not get a fair deal from the court which did not give her custody of the
child. The lawyer was ready to ask for an appeal and get the case to a court
of higher jurisdiction but her partner approached her again and they made
up. During this small period of time, he took away from her all the benefits
she had been able to collect so that he would buy a car; he hit her again and
left the house. Then, the girl turned to us with the sole need to talk because
she did not have not even a person at the place she had been living for the

past two years; he never allowed her to make friends and his family did not
like her and did not talk to her.
I was terribly impressed by her composure while she was telling me all this
and by the sweetness of her voice. I was also impressed by the endless love
she had for the baby and how ready she was to fight for it, while she had
been deceived by the sole person she had trusted, at a completely foreign
country, where even the local services treated her badly.
Other operator: I received about 12-13 calls while on the line. Every one of
them was strong enough as an experience, but if I had to pick one, that
would be a call that I received from a young man, 24 years old, from Patra,
suffering from multiple sclerosis, calling to denounce psychological abuse
from his family and especially from his sister. His agitation was huge and
when he called, I could say he was in a shock. What made me distinguish
the incident, though, was the vulnerability that this child displayed because
of his health condition. Also how sick the environment he was living in and
depending on was, the general intensity of the call as well as how strongly
obvious his need was, like so many other people, the need to talk, to express
themselves and to share the burden they have to carry each day. The call
was sufficient to get the child out of the shock condition and to just calm
him a little bit, along with the security he felt by listening to a few simple
words and by feeling the understanding and the acceptance he so much
needed.
Accommodation, Housing
We had the ability to accommodate and offer housing to 14 people, including
children, from January until May and then again from October on, with the
support of ‘Avon’.
Indicatively, we refer to some cases:
In January, we hosted again the woman we had hosted from October 2020
because her husband discovered where she was living with one of our own
volunteers and her family. A persecution was applied again, for stalking. We
hosted temporarily one more woman so that she would be able to go to the city
where her parents lived. We supported the woman from Chios island with food,
medication and payment of the bills as well as three more persons who had lived
in the shelter, the woman with the little girl and one more woman victim of
violence. We also supported people with their health issues and medication with
contributions from our volunteers. We had to support with food, medication etc.
besides the women in the shelter, a woman who found a home with her little girl

in Peloponnisos, being also a cancer patient. Also the woman from the island and
one case of abuse victim with three little girls, nine and eight years old and a two
months baby, during this time. We also hosted a sixty year old woman, homeless
after being abused, having a little dog, and we tried to solve her problem of
employment and housing.
We also cooperated with the new police service for victims of family violence,
so as to achieve an optimal arrangement of domestic abuse issues.
Food: Apart from the hosted women, we supported many people with food and
medications. One of them was a woman with three boys, 2 to 6 years old, whose
abuser husband is in jail, for whom we also paid some water bills. We supported
some women victims being alone and unemployed and one more woman with
four kids in the region of Athens with no alimony.
Victim support with donations. We also provide clothes, furniture and domestic
devices, donated by our volunteers.
A volunteers’ team was created for the support of the people we host. They take
care of the social support, of clothes and furniture and of the networking of the
victims with other social services who take care of specialized needs.
The ENOW participates in the Homeless Network of organizations with actions
against homelessness in our country and in Europe.
Psychological Support
The pandemic has caused increased psychological problems, enhanced by the
bad financial situation, for it steals the hope from the abused people to start over
their lives. The year of the lockdown has been very hard for the abused women
who, on top of that, are unemployed or looking for a job.
Free psychological support for at least three sessions has been offered by our
volunteer psychologists. We also started collaborating with the “Synyparxi” (Coexistence), an organization offering psychological support to poor people.
To give an example of our work we cite the following report from a psychologist.
Within 2021, twenty people, 14 of which have been women, gave me the
chance to work with them with the goal of their recovery after violent
experiences.
Below I refer to some cases of women and men, giving a few details about
every patient so that we get the picture without risking the confidentiality
on their identity.

N. from Crete had guns and was often thinking about killing himself or
hurting his ex-wife and mother of his children. He started through our
cessions a daily exercise and wrote letters to his sons, who did not talk to
him, and he was referred to a psychiatrist of the region and to the NGO
“Klimaka.” We have talked everyday up to today and he says he is ok.
D., born in 1988, is suffering from bipolar disorder. He had called us some
years ago because his alcoholic father abused his mother at a village of
Crete. He was recently hospitalized, he was happy about it and he was taken
care by his siblings like he has always wanted. He found a place to start
consult therapy for free, and we ended our phone call in an emotional
atmosphere.
I met R., who was experiencing extreme conflicts in the relationship with
her parents when she first called us some years ago and now she lives with
them. Because of the pandemic, they stay inside and they are doing better. I
had been seeing her for years for free, and then I referred her to
“Synyparxi” for more sessions.
E., divorced, having an 8 year old daughter, was attacked by her mother
and her sisters, while being sick. With some help from ENOW, she carried
on her therapy with me and she moved to the countryside.
Z. has psychological disorders and has been abused in several ways and by
multiple sides. She said she had tried psychotherapists but she had never
felt so understood in the past. We provided her with confirmation for court
procedures.
A. is born in 1987, she lives in the suburbs of Athens, she has two little sons
and she is divorced. Her ex-husband hit and used to threaten their child on
a daily basis. She started to face him in an assertive way and from then on,
they can cooperate much better. Her son is also better. She declares that we
assisted her in finding the meaning of life. We carry on with our sessions but
sporadically.
A. called us because of the violent outbursts and other issues of her husband.
She was worried about the impact of those on her daughter. She carried on
for some time with her therapy, I saw them some times as a couple, while
making an effort. A. started working, she brought her mother into the
country and she started feeling more independent.
M., assisted by us, lived in Austria, she was born in 1993 and she was
engaged.

S., being abused by her father, got involved without realizing it in dangerous
situations and her husband took away her children. She was supported as
soon as she remained with no children and carried on with parents’
consultancy.
B. was deprived the custody of her daughter by her rich and psychologically
disordered –according to her– husband. We worked on her behavior
towards her daughter. I referred her to a colleague who is cooperating with
ENOW and could visit her at home in order for her and her daughter to get
the help they needed. She stopped a while afterwards and she later sent us
that she still suffers from the system, which does not facilitate the
psychiatric evaluation of the parent when it is needed.
The same thing was asked by St., who worried about her son, while he was
being with her ex-husband.
F. was born in 1985 and a few months ago she turned to the helpline when
some ex-lover of hers had been watching and bothering with several ways
her and her partner. I still see her; she started couples’ therapy and she
needs psychiatric evaluation.
Ir., who has not finished primary school, and her daughter E. were being
seen by a colleague of the ENOW. I psychologically supported the child
while her mother was being in crisis. ENOW covered part of the expenses.
The mother later did a suicide attempt and now we cooperate with
“Synyparxi.”
K. was living in an abusive relationship and wanted to get away. We worked
during the three free sessions and she changed houses some times. She left
from the house where she was living with him and she came closer with
other people. I have kept from K. her excellent ethos. She had strong
psychosomatic reactions, possibly Stockholm syndrome.
Legal support
Legal consultancy services were provided to dozens of women and we supported
some legal expenses, when it was possible, with the money that were remaining
from the food expenses.
The lawyers who supported us were mainly Alexandra Pavlou, Vagelis
Kalogerogiannis and Titika Nikea Mouratoglou in Athens, Athena Gouliarou in
Thessaloniki and other collaborative lawyers in other regions of Greece.

Up to the point that we were able to do so, we supported the victims with legal
consults so that they knew their rights and so that they were able to go on with a
lawyer of their choice.
Seminars: In collaboration with the Kapodistrian University and other higher
institutions, we offered many chances for the realization of internships, after
training on the SOS helpline, and the general victims’ support. In 2021, there
were about one hundred and fifty hours of interactive zoom seminars, in four
different groups, with people of different specialties and ages, with most of them
being graduates or soon to be graduates students of psychology, as well as people
with other specialties, tutors, lawyers, social scientists etc. who wanted to
volunteer in our organization or other ones.
We participated in collective actions concerning the application of the legal
frame and the expansion of the Legal civilization. We were particularly
preoccupied with the law about the obligatory joint custody and the way this
affects continuous abuse. We participated at the festival STRONG ME with
artwork and the dolls created by the victims and dressed up by young refugees.
Moreover, at the same festival we made recommendations and distributed
information material.
We collaborated with special-purpose organizations such as organizations
concerned with addicted people or people with disabilities. We also collaborated
with schools and scientific clubs of educators by exchanging expertise and by
cooperating for the support of victims of violence.
Refugees:
Among the victims we support, there are immigrants and refugees who have been
victims of gender based violence. Because of our lack of resources that is
required for the multiple support of such women, we collaborate with other
organizations, by offering our expertise and our volunteering. In collaboration
with another like-minded team of volunteers who provided second-hand sewing
machines and computers, we supported young refugees, who did not have any
income, so that they were able to dress the dolls we created with the victims’
contribution, offering some money for every one of the dolls. We consider the
support of young women refugees as a deed of prevention of the human
trafficking. In other words, these women let us know about criminal actions or
intentions against them and that is why we connected our actions with the antitrafficking department of the Security Agency of the Police.

